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Dragged into Archeology by his uncle, Dan decides to take matters into his own hands. He discovers ancient temples with long
lost treasures and menacing traps. Dan follows 5d3b920ae0
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A strange game. My first reaction, after playing for an hour or so, is that the game is, well, bland. There's only one goal for each
level and that's to find a scroll and then get to the exit. There's no charm to it and the random levels and sluggish platforming
provide more frustration than delight. Worth the $1 I paid for it in the Xmas sale.. Surprisingly fun. Sort of like Indianna Jones
meets Cube meets Bejewelled.. Diamond Dan is a puzzle platformer based more on quick reflexes than logic. You must descend
towers of ever-shifting blocks to find a map at the bottom and escape. Sounds simple, but you can be crushed or thrown from
the tower, and many of the blocks contain traps such as water or spike pits, projectiles, or enemies living inside the walls who
will pull you to your death. Checkpoints are created by opening shortcuts with keys. Traps can be triggered without harming
yourself, if you do it quickly, and doing so rewards you by increasing your multiplier, which adds to the value of any treasure
you pick up. Your score at the end of the level is then multiplied based on the difficulty you're playing on. Difficulty affects
density of traps and how quickly the blocks shift (it can get insane) and can be changed at will for any level. You can play as
Dan (pushes blocks) or Ann (shatters blocks) on any level and there are separate leaderboards for each. Friend and global
leaderboards and tons of achievements.. when i see this i am reminded of a tetris game i had for psx. It looks like it'd be just
like Spelunky, but it isn't -- it's a very different affair, but in the later levels I won't deny it gets as tought as Spelunky does. Very
enjoyable game and it's in an Indie pack so it's a good deal.. when i see this i am reminded of a tetris game i had for psx. This
was a fun game. Got it during a huge Steam sale, but there's a lot of content for $10. It took me about 4-5 hours to beat on
medium difficulty. The game involves reaching the bottom of the cave or whatever it is while collecting treasure and avoiding
different traps. You traverse square blocks that move around. Basically, it was fun to play while I had no internet. Not a great
game, but if you want something different than shooting everything that moves, I recommend it.. This was a fun game. Got it
during a huge Steam sale, but there's a lot of content for $10. It took me about 4-5 hours to beat on medium difficulty. The
game involves reaching the bottom of the cave or whatever it is while collecting treasure and avoiding different traps. You
traverse square blocks that move around. Basically, it was fun to play while I had no internet. Not a great game, but if you want
something different than shooting everything that moves, I recommend it.
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